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Hello again :)
Seasons change and time passes, can you believe that we have been open for almost 5 months? Now
that we have got to grips with the beast you can expect to hear regular updates from us at parc.
Spring is about to leave us for another year and before we know it we will be in the full swing of
Summer once again. Those of you that visit us often would have seen some different ingredients on
the menu. At the moment we have beautiful fresh snap peas, daikons and radicchio to feast on while
we patiently wait for asparagus to come into full glut. Here are some of the interesting spring
ingredients that you will currently experience at parc.
Raddicchio (pronounced ra-dee-kyoh) is a leaf
chicory, sometimes known as Italian chicory, and
is a perennial. It is grown as a leaf vegetable
which usually has white-veined red leaves. It has
a bitter and spicy taste, which mellows when it is
grilled or roasted. Find this veggie in our sugar
snap pea salad, which includes fresh sliced
radicchio, toasted almonds, green beans,
kalamata olives and mild goats cheese, topped
off with zesty preserved lemon.
Daikon, mooli, or white radish is a mildflavoured, very large (+30cm), white East
Asian radish with a wide variety of culinary uses.
Despite often being associated with Japan, it was
originally cultivated in continental Asia.
Find it in our new Vietnamese ribbon vegetable
and chicken salad, ribbons of cucumber, daikon
and carrot tossed with fresh sprouts, red radish
and mint. Perfect for our steamy summer days.

Watch the menu board as we start to bring in local cheese and charcuterie* boards, new exciting
sandwiches and some more substantial meals for those parc.ians who are
looking for a little something extra.
*charcuterie = salted, smoked and cured cold cut meats
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Free's Shake
There have been many questions about our avocado and
vanilla milkshake so we would like to tell you the story of
how this delicious shake came to be called the Free’s
shake.
Free is a regular customer of ours and has since become
a member of the parc. family and she also manages the
local Reggae band “The Meditators”.
It was this
extraordinary lady who sat down in the café in our first
week of opening and said to me “Have you ever tried an
avocado milkshake?” to which I pulled my nose up! On
seeing this she insisted that I try it at some stage.
As soon as she was out the door, with my interest now
piqued, I went behind the bar with Sifiso our Barista and
we made an avo shake, with a touch of fresh vanilla.
As we blended the shake, it turned the palest shade of
sage green, flecked vanilla seeds, not all bad so far. As
we opened the blender jug it hit us, the smooth, green,
glossy shake smelt like fresh custard! Divine.
We hesitantly poured the mix into two glasses and looked
at each other in disbelief at what were about to do.
“3…2…1… Taste!” We drew the elixir up the straw into
our mouths. It was velvety and smooth, satisfyingly rich,
bursting with vanilla custard and undertones of avocado
on the finish. Pure bliss!
And so it went onto the menu immediately and there it
has stayed, becoming one of our most popular shakes!
Thank you Free for your killer suggestion.

Catch The Meditators at Beach Bums on
Saturdays and at Wahooz on the beachfront
on Sundays for some mellow Reggae vibes.
www.facebook.com/pages/TheMeditators/155641170552

Coffee
parc. is becoming known for its great
coffee,
fresh
delicious
food
and
scrumptious patisserie.
We proudly serve “Fedora Classic” from
Colombo Tea and Coffee.
It is a South American blend comprising of
Retiro Alegre 70% (notes of peanut butter,
sweet dried fruits and chocolate) and San
Sebastian 30% (dried apricot and sweet
honey).
www.colombo.co.za
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Espresso
Espresso is brewed in an espresso machine which forces hot water
through a dense puck of finely ground medium to dark roasted coffee.
There are several types of espresso-based beverages - all contain
one or two shots of pure espresso.
While the taste of espresso will vary widely depending on the coffee
(including the roast), the quality of grind and technique used to brew
it, a well made espresso will generally have a heavy body, rich
texture, and a bittersweet taste.
Each shot should have a layer of crema (foam) on the surface,
generally golden to dark tan in colour.

Macchiato
A macchiato is an espresso-based coffee beverage consisting
mostly of coffee with a small amount of milk. Translating from
the Italian phrase meaning marked coffee, this drink is made by
marking a single shot of espresso with a few drops of frothed
milk.
Relative to other espresso-based drinks, a macchiato is closer to
a straight espresso, containing substantially less milk than a
cappuccino. It can be used as an alternative to adding sugar to
espresso, muting the bite of the espresso without adding
sweetness.

Cappuccino
A cappuccino is a coffee-based drink made primarily from espresso
and milk. It consists of one-third espresso, one-third third steamed
milk and one-third micro texture foam. The cappuccino is considered
one of the original espresso drinks representative of Italian espresso
cuisine.
Cappuccino is one of the few original espresso drinks that can be
found across all major espresso cultures. The cappuccino began in
Italian cafés and migrated to coffee houses across the world. Today,
the cappuccino remains a fixture in modern espresso culture.

Watch out for our new exclusive range of patisserie from Lucy’s Cake Shop, which will soon be
transitioning into Cake Lab. We wish Lucy and her team all the best with the launch of the new brand.
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To all you bloggers and tweeters - if you have
written about us drop us a mail so that we can
link back to you

Check out our media page on the website for all
the blog posts, editorials and newspaper articles

hello@parc-cafe.co.za

www.parc-cafe.co.za

Movember
November will be upon us soon and with
November comes Movember.
“Movember supports world class men’s health
programmes that combat prostate and
testicular cancer and mental health challenges.
These programmes, directed by the Movember
Foundation, are focused on awareness and
education, living with and beyond cancer,
staying mentally healthy, living with and beyond
mental illness and research to achieve our
vision of an everlasting impact on the face of
men’s health.”
http://za.movember.com/

At parc, cancer is unfortunately very close to
us and we have lost many loved ones to the
disease.
Keep a look out for our special Movember
cup cosies.
We pledge to donate 50% of all proceeds
of the sale of cup cosies starting in
November with our Mo cosies to cancer
research, so come on over and get yours
now! Lets pull together and raise some
moola for the good folk at cancer research.

Cafe Society 2013
We are extremely proud to announce that parc. has been
nominated for the Top 100 coffee spots in KZN.
This annual event is run by the Sunday Times' Sunday Magazine
in partnership with Illovo sugar and was introduced 14 years ago.
Although coffee is the main focus, the judges also consider the
holistic experience at the different venues in picking their
favourites.
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Local talent
When we created parc. we had the idea of making it a
haven for Durban’s up and coming creative community,
showcasing the beautiful creative current that runs
through our city, unfortunately mostly unrecognised.
Kate van Onselen from Studio KOVO is one such
creative. Being a local rising photographer she jumped
at the opportunity to do a shoot at parc.
She spent the day with the team, capturing the essence
of the café and the personalities behind it and we are
proud to be able to use her work.
Check out her blog and Facebook page. Some of her
pictures are featured in our newsletter this month and
more will be published on the parc. website.

www.katevanonselen.wordpress.com
www.facebook.com/studiokovo

In keeping up with the times, parc. now has a twitter handle.
Follow us and we will keep you updated with new menu
items, specials and any interesting happenings in the land of
parc.
Those without Twitter can still stay updated with menu items
and announcements by visiting the website on a regular
basis.
Just a reminder that we accept table reservations for parties
of six people and more. Bookings can be made online or by
calling the cafe on 031 205 7285.
Regrettably no
reservations on a Saturday.
If you enjoyed our newsletter why not forward it to your friends and family.
Until next time ☺
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